
Product Features
Exquisite and compact, easy to wear.

36MP HD photo shooting, 1080p ultra high definition 

recording.

Ultra-long battery life, continuous video recording for 

more than 8 hours.

IP67 waterproof and dustproof.

Sider button for video recording, more convenient to 

operate and prevent the misoperation.

One-click operation for video recording, voice Recording 

and picture shooting.

Magnetic desktop charger (Option).

Build in GPS.
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DSJ-G9

140g slim appearance, Easy to hold and carry.

Slider button for video recording，Record at 

any time.

DSJ-G9 is Kirisun's the latest self-developed body worn camera product, which adopts the most advanced 

video and audio codec technology. It can effectively help law enforcement officers to record and restore 

the scene efficiently, conveniently and clearly. It is exquisite and compact, easy to wear, and is a useful tool 

for law enforcement officers to record evidence.



Dimensions(H*W*D)

Weight

Ingress Protection

Screen

Camera Pixel

Pre-recording

Delay recording

Night Vision Distance

IR Night Vision Switching

Storage

Working Temperature

Drop Resistance

Working Time

Battery Capacity

82mm*56mm*27mm

140g

IP67

2.0″inch

36MP

30 seconds

10 minutes

Facial Contours within 3 

meters, body contours 

within 10 meters

Manually / automatically 

32G (64/128G optional)

-30~55℃

2 m

≥8 hours

3500 mAh

Technical parameter Function Description

Function Features

Manually / automatically switch IR night vision function 

to meet the law enforcement needs of night environ-

ment.

120° ultra wide angle lens, refuse visual blind area.

Hierarchical security management function, data 

security is more reliable.

Support 16x digital zoom function.

Important video marking function to distinguish the 

importance of video.

One-click continuous shooting function, supporting 10 

continuous shooting.

Support mobile detection function, automatically turn 

on video recording.

360° rotatable ergonomic back clip design, flexible 

adjustment of shooting angle.

Pass standard 2 meters drop test, the performance is 

better.
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